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Abstract

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) represents a serious public health concern. Although much is understood about long-

term changes in cell signaling and anatomical pathologies associated with mTBI, little is known about acute changes in

neuronal function. Using large scale Ca2+ imaging in vivo, we characterized the intracellular Ca2+ dynamics in thousands

of individual hippocampal neurons using a repetitive mild blast injury model in which blasts were directed onto the

cranium of unanesthetized mice on two consecutive days. Immediately following each blast event, neurons exhibited two

types of changes in Ca2+ dynamics at different time scales. One was a reduction in slow Ca2+ dynamics that corresponded

to shifts in basal intracellular Ca2+ levels at a time scale of minutes, suggesting a disruption of biochemical signaling. The

second was a reduction in the rates of fast transient Ca2+ fluctuations at the sub-second time scale, which are known to be

closely linked to neural activity. Interestingly, the blast-induced changes in basal Ca2+ levels were independent of the

changes in the rates of fast Ca2+ transients, suggesting that blasts had heterogeneous effects on different cell populations.

Both types of changes recovered after *1 h. Together, our results demonstrate that mTBI induced acute, heterogeneous

changes in neuronal function, altering intracellular Ca2+ dynamics across different time scales, which may contribute to

the initiation of longer-term pathologies.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) caused by blast represents

a serious public health concern, particularly in military set-

tings.1,2 Four categories of blast injury have been established.

Primary injury results directly from exposure to the blast wave,

whereas secondary, tertiary, and quaternary blast injuries are as-

sociated with collisions with projectiles set in motion by the blast,

hitting other nearby objects, or being exposed to the heat and

noxious chemicals accompanying the blast, respectively.3–7 Of the

different types of blast-related injuries, primary injury is the most

complex and remains the least understood, as there is often clear

functional deficit in the absence of anatomical pathology.8,9

The pathophysiology of TBI can vary depending on the nature

and severity of the injury. Although moderate and severe TBI re-

ceive considerable attention, mild TBI (mTBI) accounts for *75%

of injuries.8,10 Damages from mild injury can result in a broad

spectrum of neurological deficits. For example, repeated mTBI has

been associated with memory impairment, increased susceptibility

to temporal lobe epilepsy, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),

and neurodegeneration, as observed in chronic traumatic encepha-

lopathy.1,5,11–16 Blast-related impairments in learning and memo-

ry,12 as well as increased susceptibility to seizures,13 have motivated

studies focused on the hippocampus, because of its integral role in

learning and memory and its contribution to temporal lobe seizures

in humans.14,15 Several studies have reported that blast reduces

hippocampal long-term potentiation, and leads to the loss of GA-

BAergic interneurons and other anatomical structural changes.8,17,18

These pathologies have been linked to a number of biochemical and

synaptic changes, involving various neurotransmitters and intra-

cellular signaling pathways across all hippocampal sub-regions,

including the dentate gyrus, Cornu Ammonis (CA)1, and CA3.

Over the years, several animal models of blast injury have been

developed using devices such as shock tubes, blast tubes, and det-

onation of explosives in open fields, to study blast injury.11,19,20 To

understand the acute effects of mTBI on neuronal function, we here

used a previously published cranium-only blast injury model,20 to

determine the feasibility of using wide-field imaging to examine
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Ca2+ changes in large numbers of individual CA1 neurons. This

model has the advantage that the blast is confined to the cranium,

and because no surgery is required, mice can be blasted in the

absence of any anesthetics, allowing us to perform real time analysis

in mice with full head mobility.

Recent developments in scientific complementary metal-oxide

semiconductor (CMOS) cameras and high-performance genetically

encoded Ca2+ sensors such as GCaMP6, have enabled ultra-large-

scale Ca2+ imaging of thousands of individual neurons in the brain

using wide-field microscopy.21 Studies using GCaMP6 and earlier

generations of genetically encoded Ca2+ sensors have consistently

demonstrated that transient, sub-second changes of intracellular

Ca2+ levels are closely correlated with neuronal spiking in many

brain regions.21–26 In the hippocampal CA1 region, patterns of sub-

second Ca2+ transients recorded in individual neurons closely

paralleled the spiking patterns reported in electrophysiological

studies, demonstrating that sub-second Ca2+ transients can be used

to estimate neural activities.27–30 Although a single spike can

produce detectable changes in GCaMP6 fluorescence, most of

the sub-second time scale GCaMP6 fluorescence transients ob-

served in living brains are likely associated with bursts of spikes.21

We previously demonstrated that wide-field Ca2+ imaging with

GCaMP6 allows the ability to simultaneously image the activity of

hundreds to thousands of individual hippocampal neurons in awake

behaving mice.30 Because of the simple instrumentation of wide-

field Ca2+ imaging, this imaging modality can be easily adopted by

many researchers to study acute changes in neuronal function fol-

lowing exposure to mild blasts. This study highlights the utility of

this technique for studying mTBI, and reports some initial results

using this technique in animals that experience a blast injury over

two consecutive days.

Methods

Blast model

The blast injury model used was adapted from the previously
developed Cranium Only Blast Injury Apparatus (COBIA).20 The
central component of the COBIA was a Mastershot (a 22 caliber,
single-shot, powder-actuated tool, Ramset RS22; ITW Ramset,
Glendale Heights, IL) mounted vertically on a custom-fabricated
stand. The Mastershot was modified by removing the piston that
normally drove the fastener, making it function like a firearm al-
lowing the blast wave to propagate undampened through the barrel
(Fig. 1B). The muzzle of the Mastershot was snugly fit into a
custom blast director, constructed from polyvinyl chloride pipe
(10 cm long with an inner diameter of 2 cm), (Fig. 1B). The blast
wave was generated by firing a 22 caliber crimped brass blank
cartridge (power hammer loads power level 4, yellow color coding,
with 179 – 5 mg of smokeless powder, Ramset 42CW, Ramset,
Glendale Heights, IL).

Blast wave measurement and calibration

A precision dynamic high frequency piezoelectric pressure
transducer (Model: 113B21 High Frequency ICP� pressure sensor,
PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY), powered by a power supply
(Model 5421, Columbia Research Laboratories, Inc., Woodlyn,
PA), was used to measure the pressure of the blast waves produced
by the COBIA (Fig. 1C). The sensor was positioned *2 cm from
the dissipation chamber, where the head of the mouse was posi-
tioned. Transducer outputs were digitized using a NADAQ data
acquisition system (National Instruments, NI-USB-6259) at
350 kHz, and analyzed offline.

We calibrated our COBIA device using this sensor, which had a
500 kHz resonant frequency (100 kHz maximum sampling fre-
quency). To compare to the pressure measurements reported in the
study by Kuehn and coworkers, we filtered the pressure trace at
12 kHz to measure a comparable transient overpressure.20 To
compare to the shock tube device reported by Goldstein and co-
workers, we filtered the blast pressure trace at 2 KHz.11 Although
the severity of the blast injury is typically attributed to the mag-
nitude of the pressure produced (peak blast overpressure), and the
duration of peak overpressure,5,19,20,31 none of the animals exposed
to the blast lost consciousness or exhibited noticeable abnormal
behavior either immediately following the blast or the week after.
In addition, upon dissection, the brains were unremarkable with no
contusions. Because of the similarities of the blast overpressure in
this study to those in prior studies, we consider results of this study
most relevant to mild blast injury.11,20

Wide-field imaging and blast procedure

All animal procedures were approved by the Boston University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Nine adult fe-
male C57BL/6 mice (Taconic; Hudson, NY) 2–12 months old at the
start of the experiments, were imaged as described previously.30

Briefly, under isoflurane anesthesia, mice were stereotaxically in-
jected in CA1 (anteroposterior [AP], -2 mm; mediolateral [ML],
1.4 mm; dorsoventral [DV], -1.6 mm) with 0.25 lL of AAV9-Syn-
GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 virus (titer *6e12 GC/mL, University
of Pennsylvania Vector Core) using a microsyringe pump
(UltraMicroPump3-4; World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL)
at a speed of 40 nL/min. On complete recovery (at least 5 days),
animals were then surgically implanted over the CA1 viral injection
site with a custom imaging window constructed using a stainless
steel cannula (outer diameter [OD], 0.317 in; inner diameter
[ID], 0.236 in; height, 2 mm) adhered to a cover-slip (size 0; OD,
3mm), and a custom aluminum head-plate to allow awake head
fixed imaging. On complete recovery from implant surgery (* 2
weeks), mice were accustomed to head fixation before imaging
sessions began (Fig. 1D).

Awake, head-fixed animals were imaged using a custom-built
fluorescence microscope as previously described (Fig. 1A).30

Briefly, the imaging setup consisted of standard optics for GCaMP6
imaging and a scientific CMOS (sCMOS) camera (ORCA-Flash4.0
LT Digital CMOS camera C11440-42U; Hamamatsu, Boston,
MA). Imaging data (1024 x 1024 pixels, 16 bit) were collected at
20 Hz and analyzed offline. No anesthetics or analgesics were used
for any of the blast or imaging protocols.

Mice were first imaged for 100 sec to obtain baseline activity
prior to the blast, and then removed from the imaging setup and
inserted into a mouse restrainer (Stoelting Co. Wood Dale, IL) that
permitted full mobility of the head (Fig. 1B). For the blast group
(n = 4 mice), restrained mice were placed 2 cm under the blast
dissipation chamber and positioned so that the blast was directed
dorsally between bregma and lambda. For the sham group (n = 5
mice), restrained mice were positioned adjacent to the COBIA, so
that mice experienced the sound of the blast but not the blast
pressure. Prior to blasts, tape was placed over the imaging cannula
and a wetted custom paper cone was fitted to cover the head to
allow reproducible positioning of the head, to allow free movement
of the head, and to prevent potential quaternary damage from gun
powder during blasts. Immediately following blasts, animals were
removed from the restrainer and quickly repositioned and head-
fixed in the imaging setup. This transfer process typically took
<5 min. Calcium imaging was then performed for 100 sec for all
mice at each of the following intervals: immediately following
head-fixation after blast (0 min), and at *10 min (range, 6–15 min;
mean, 10 min 45 sec), 20 min (range, 16–26 min; mean, 21 min
19 sec), 35 min (range, 29–46 min; mean, 35 min 32 sec), and
65 min (range, 57–76 min; mean, 65 min 28 sec) after blast/sham
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(Fig. 1E). Each animal underwent these procedures once a day for
two consecutive days.

Calcium imaging data analysis

For each imaging session, the 100 sec videos for the five time
points following the blast/sham-exposure (0, 10, 20, 35, and 65 min
after blast/sham exposure and head re-fixation) were first concat-
enated, and then processed as one video (500 sec total duration) to
provide a continuous registration of regions of interest (ROIs)
across all time points. Each of the 100 sec baseline videos taken
immediately prior to blast or sham exposure was processed sepa-
rately, because it was difficult to accurately align the ROIs between
the videos taken before and after the blast, when the mice were
transferred from the imaging setup to the COBIA device. Ca2+

imaging videos were first filtered with a homomorphic filter to
enhance contrast, and then motion corrected using a rigid correc-
tion as previously described.30 Circular ROIs with a radius of 6
pixels (corresponding to 7.8 lm) were manually selected as being
centered on the cell body on a maximum projection image across
all video frames using a code we developed (https://github.com/
HanLabBU/mTBI_Ca_Hippocampus).

Raw calcium traces were extracted for each identified ROI as the
mean intensity of all pixels within a given ROI, where the absolute
value of each pixel intensity was determined from the motion-
corrected videos without the homomorphic filter. The raw calcium
intensity for each cell was used to determine whether a cell was
elevated or suppressed. A probability density estimate (PDE) of raw
pixel intensities was calculated using MATLAB 8.1 (MathWorks

Inc., Natick, MA, 2013) for each cell for the imaging periods im-
mediately after blast (Period 1) and 65 min (Period 5) after blast. The
difference in mean pixel intensity between Period 5 and Period 1 for
each cell was calculated. To establish a confidence interval, pixel
intensity differences were pooled across all sham mice for all im-
aging sessions. A 95% confidence interval was determined from the
0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of these pooled differences. The width of
this confidence interval was applied to the unity line, which would
suggest no difference between Period 1 and Period 5. Differences in
mean pixel intensity that fell outside of this confidence interval for
both blasted and sham-exposed mice were classified as elevated
(Period 1 > Period 5) or suppressed (Period 1 < Period 5).

For additional analyses, we also calculated normalized Ca2+

traces as DF
F5
¼ F�F0

F5
, where F is the linearly detrended instanta-

neous fluorescence intensity, F0 is the linearly detrended mean
fluorescence for a given imaging period, and F5 is the mean fluo-
rescence for the final imaging period (Period 5, *65 min after
blast). Binarized traces were then created from the normalized
traces by setting the rising phase of calcium activation events to 1s,
with 0s elsewhere along the binary trace. Specifically, normalized
Ca2+ traces (DF

F5
) were low-pass filtered with a sixth order Butter-

worth filter at a cutoff of 2 Hz. A global standard deviation (SD)
was calculated across all concatenated videos (SDall) for each trace.
Calcium activation events were identified as peak values that were
at least 3 SDall above the mean for each imaging period. Each of
these peaks was counted to determine an integer value of the cal-
cium event rate. From each peak point, the data points prior to the
peak with a positive derivative were set to a binary 1, with all other
data points were assigned as 0s. To determine if a cell showed a

FIG. 1. Experimental design for wide-field Ca2+ imaging of hippocampal neurons in mice exposed to a cranial blast (A) A wide-field
fluorescence microscope coupled to a scientific complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (sCMOS) camera was used to image
neurons expressing a genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor (GCaMP6f) in vivo. (B) The Cranium Only Blast Injury Apparatus (COBIA)
consisted of a modified nail gun coupled to a blast director to direct the blast wave vertically onto the freely moving head of
unanesthetized mice. The distance from the animal’s head to the opening of the blast director was 2 cm. (C) Waveform of average
overpressures (n = 5 tests) generated from the COBIA. Inset shows the zoom in of the waveform over 10 ms. (D) Experimental timeline.
(E) Ca2+ imaging protocol during each blast session.
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significant decrease or increase in dynamic activity after blast, a
bootstrapping method was used. The percentage of time a cell was
active was measured during a 10 sec window that was randomly
permuted 1000 times from the trace over the course of each period
to determine how active the cell was for that time period. These
bootstrapped samples for Period 1 and Period 5 were compared for
each cell using a two tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test. Cells that were
statistically different ( p < 0.05) between the two time periods were
classified as showing increased activity or decreased activity,
where decreased cells were those with less activity in Period 1 than
in Period 5, and increased cells were those with more activity in
Period 1 than in Period 5.

Each cell was determined to be either suppressed, elevated, or
consistent in its basal levels, as well as determining whether the
calcium event rate was increased, decreased, or unmodulated by
comparison of time Period 1 to time Period 5 for each cell. Each of
these classifications was quantified as the fraction of total neurons
within each mouse, and those values were used for population
analyses between sham and blasted mice.

Immunocytochemistry

One week following the second blast, mice were perfused with
0.9% NaCl heparinized saline followed with 4% paraformaldehyde
in 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB) pH 7.4 (containing sodium phos-
phate monobasic [Sigma, Cat# S0751], and sodium phosphate di-
basic [Sigma, Cat# S3264]). Brains were post-fixed overnight at
4�C, and then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PB overnight at 4�C.
Brains were then blocked from bregma -0.94 mm to -2.92 mm
using an adult mouse brain slicer matrix (BSMAS001-1, Zivic
Instruments, Pittsburgh, PA), and sectioned at 40 lm using a
freezing sliding microtome (Reichert Jung Inc. Depew, NY). Brain
slices were stored at -20�C in cryoprotectant (containing 30%
sucrose [Sigma, Cat#S0389], 30% ethylene glycol [Fisher Scien-
tific, Cat#BP230-1], and 1% polyvinylpyrrolidone [Fisher Scien-
tific, Cat#BP431-500]) in Tris-buffered saline pH 7.6 (0.4 M
Trizma HCl [Sigma, Cat# T-3253], 0.01 M Trizma base [Sigma T-
1503], and 0.15 M sodium chloride (Fisher Scientific, Cat# BP358-
212]) for subsequent immunostaining.

Free-floating sections were first mounted and dried onto Color-
frost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Mounted slices
were rehydrated in PB prior to incubation with 5% normal donkey
serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratory, Inc. West Grove, PA)
in PB containing 0.3% TritonX100 (PBTx). Slices from each animal
were immunostained overnight at 4�C using either mouse mono-
clonal anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP 1:250, Clone No.
N206 A/8, UC Davis/NIH NeuroMab Facility Cat# 75-240, RRI-
D:AB_10672299), or rabbit anti-Iba1 (1:1000, Wako, Catalog No.
019-19741), followed by the appropriate fluorescently conjugated
secondary antibodies, donkey anti-mouse Cy3 (1:500, Jackson Im-
muno Research, Catalog No. 715-165-150) or donkey anti-rabbit 647
(1:500, Jackson Immuno Research, catalog No. 711-605-152), for
2 h at room temperature. These primary antibodies have been pre-
viously characterized in the mouse brain.32,33 Slices were then cover-
slipped in Gelvatol (10% polyvinyl alcohol [Sigma, Cat#P8136],
20% glycerol, Sigma G-9012, 0.02% sodium azide [Fisher Scientific,
Cat#-227-100], and 0.2 M Tris [Amresco, Cat#0497], pH 8.5]) or
Vectashield with 4¢6-diamindino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Vector
Labs, Burlingame, CA) to visualize nuclei.

Sections were imaged using a Nikon Eclipse motorized micro-
scope (Nikon Instruments, Inc.) at 10x. ImageJ software (National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) was used to ana-
lyze the stained slices.

Immunocytochemistry quantification

The percent area occupied by GFAP was analyzed using ImageJ
software. Immunostained images were first inverted so that signal

appeared black and then binarized using the Iterative Self-Organizing
Data Analysis Technique (ISODATA) algorithm in ImageJ. Five
randomly selected cells per slice, and three slices per hemisphere
with visible somata were analyzed for each mouse. An area large
enough to enclose a single cell was used for all analyses. The area
fraction, defined as the percent coverage (percent area) of immuno-
reactivity within each area, was obtained for each binary image using
the area fraction selection from the ImageJ measure plugin. It was
expected that evidence of glial activation would be reflected by a
greater percent area because the cells would be larger in size and
therefore occupy a greater percentage of the area. Values for percent
area were obtained for individual cells (n = 5 cells per hemisphere).
To account for any differences caused by the presence of the imaging
window (ipsilateral), the hemisphere opposite to the window (con-
tralateral) was analyzed separately as an internal control.

Two broad classifications of Iba1 phenotypes were chosen for
evaluation: ramified and unramified. Manual counts of Iba1 posi-
tive cells identified as ramified or unramified were performed
within the same ROI applied to the hemisphere ipsilateral to the
imaging window as well as to the contralateral hemisphere.

GFAP and Iba1 immunoreactivity were first evaluated using a
paired t test ( p < 0.05) for the ipsilateral and contralateral hemi-
spheres for sham (n = 5) and blast exposed (n = 6) animals. A two-
tailed unpaired t test ( p < 0.05) was then performed to compare the
results from sham and blasted animals. Data are presented as
mean – SD. Statistical analysis of immunocytochemistry was per-
formed using SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2016. IBM SPSS Sta-
tistics for Windows, Version 24.0, Armonk, NY)

Results

Wide field imaging of hippocampal CA1 neurons
in awake mice upon mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI)

To examine the acute effects of mTBI on individual hippo-

campal neurons, we performed Ca2+ imaging using wide-field

fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 1A) in awake, head-fixed mice,30

before and immediately after a mild cranial blast injury. The mTBI

was produced with a COBIA, which directs blast waves onto the

freely moving head of a mouse (Fig. 1B), adapted from that of

Kuehn and coworkers.20 We note that although the mouse bodies

were restrained in the COBIA, their heads moved freely to ensure

the success of the blast injury model.

We calibrated our COBIA device using a sensor that had a

500 kHz resonant frequency (100 kHz maximum sampling fre-

quency). With our calibration setup, the blast peak overpressure

reached 1399 – 252 kPa (mean – SD, n = 5 tests) at a single time

point (*2 ls) (Fig. 1C). To compare to the measurements reported

in the study by Kuehn and coworkers, we filtered the pressure trace

at 12 kHz and obtained a transient overpressure of 322 – 92 kPa

(mean – SD), which was slightly below the maximum overpressure

that they reported.20 To compare with the shock tube device re-

ported by Goldstein and coworkers, we filtered the blast pressure

trace at 2 kHz, and detected a peak pressure of 178 – 26 kPa, which

is above the 77 kPa that they reported.11 The severity of blast injury

is typically attributed to the magnitude of the pressure produced

(peak blast overpressure), and the duration of peak overpres-

sure.5,19,20,31 Because none of our blasted animals lost consciousness

or exhibited noticeable abnormal behavior immediately following

blast or the week after, and the general agreement of the blast

overpressure of our experiment with prior studies, we consider our

COBIA model to be mTBI.11,20

Several weeks prior to testing, mice were surgically injected

with the AAV9-syn-GCaMP6f virus encoding the genetically en-

coded Ca2+ sensor GCaMP6f into the CA1, and implanted with a
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custom imaging window over the injection site. Upon complete

recovery from the surgeries, mice were blasted and imaged each

day on two consecutive days (Fig. 1D). Prior to each blast, we first

imaged spontaneous Ca2+ dynamics for 100 sec in mice that were

awake and head-fixed under the imaging setup. We then transferred

the mice to the COBIA, where they received a single cranial blast

with free head movement. Immediately after the blast, we trans-

ferred the animals back to the imaging setup, and imaged them

awake and head-fixed for 100 sec every 10–20 min until *1 h after

the blast (Fig. 1E). Because the COBIA also produced a transient

FIG. 2. Blast altered intracellular Ca2+ dynamics in individual hippocampal neurons. (A) Maximum projection of GCaMP6 fluorescence
intensity across all imaging frames during a 100 sec long recording period for a representative blasted mouse (left) and a representative sham
noise-exposed mouse (right). Post-blast/sham Period 1 was immediately after the blast, and post-blast/sham Period 5 was *65 min after the
blast. Images were contrast enhanced using the same contrast scaling factor for both Periods 1 and 5. (B, C) Ca2+ traces (normalized by the
mean fluorescence in Period 5) of individual neurons identified in a representative blasted mouse (B) and in a representative sham noise-
exposed mouse (C), before and after blast. (i) Traces were sorted by the mean fluorescence in the pre-blast or post-blast Period 1
respectively. Sorting order of a given neuron from Period 1 was maintained across the remaining blast periods. (ii) Representative Ca2+

traces of specific representative neurons with different levels of intracellular Ca2+, as indicated by the colored asterisks in (i).
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loud noise, we performed a sham study in mice that were prepared

in an identical fashion, but positioned next to the COBIA during the

blast portion of the protocol. Sham-exposed mice were also allowed

free head movement, and thus they experienced the blast related

noise without being exposed to any blast pressure waves. Each

mouse was blasted and imaged each day on two consecutive days

(n = 4 blasted mice) or sham-exposed on each of the two consec-

utive days (n = 5 sham-exposed mice).

Blast exposure induced both sustained and transient
intracellular Ca2+ changes in a large number
of individual neurons

The wide-field imaging system, equipped with a sCMOS camera

and a 10x objective lens, allowed us to image over a 1.343 x

1.343 mm2 brain area containing hundreds of individual neurons in

each mouse (Fig. 2A). In one representative session, we recorded

554 neurons before blast, and 467 neurons after blast (Fig. 2B). The

difference in the number of neurons identified between the pre- and

post- blast sessions in the same mice was because the blast pro-

cedure was conducted in mice whose heads were not restrained.

Thus, the same neurons often could not be easily registered before

and after the blast. However, because we imaged the same brain

area from the same imaging window, a majority of cells recorded

before and after the blast were expected to come from the same

neuronal population.

Before the blast, most neurons exhibited transient and dynamic

GCaMP6f signals on a sub-second time scale, consistent with Ca2+

changes associated with neural activities.21–26,34–36 These Ca2+

transients, on the sub-second time scale, were sparse over time, and

were present in cells across the entire imaging field (Supplementary

Video 1). The overall dynamics of these patterns were consistent

with those reported previously for spontaneous CA1 Ca2+ tran-

sients associated with spiking.27–30 Immediately after the blast, we

FIG. 3. Blast reduced intracellular basal Ca2+ levels. (A) Left: spatial distribution of cells whose intracellular Ca2+ levels were
elevated (red), suppressed (blue), or unmodulated (gray) in a representative blasted mouse. Middle: Ca2+ traces for the three repre-
sentative neurons indicated in the spatial map. Right: the probability density estimates (PDE) of the neurons (shown in the middle) for
imaging Period 1 and Period 5. The short vertical lines above the density distributions correspond to the mean of each respective density
and highlight the shift in intracellular calcium levels between the imaging sessions. A.U., arbitrary units, as measured by 16 bit pixel
intensities. (B) Spatial distribution map, Ca2+ traces, and probability density estimates for a representative sham noise-exposed mouse.
(C) The mean fluorescence intensity of all cells during Period 1 plotted against the mean fluorescence intensity during Period 5 for the
representative blasted mouse (red) and the representative sham-blasted mouse (blue) shown in A and B respectively. Dotted black line is
the unity line. (D) All neurons recorded in all blast sessions (red, 2781 neurons) and all sham sessions (blue, 3259 neurons) during
Period 1 plotted against Period 5. Dotted black line is the unity line, and dotted gray lines indicate 95% confidence interval used to
classify elevated and suppressed cells. (E) The fraction of cells that were suppressed, elevated, or unmodulated, averaged across mice,
for the first blast (day 1) and the second blast (day 2). More neurons were suppressed after the second blast (*p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank
sum). Error bars represent the quartile range.
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observed a drastic change in the pattern of GCaMP6f signals

(Fig. 2A). A substantial fraction of cells exhibited a sustained re-

duction in their sustained basal intracellular Ca2+ levels, as well as a

reduction in the frequency of sub-second Ca2+ transients. In addi-

tion, we found a very small fraction of cells that exhibited sustained

elevation of basal intracellular Ca2+ levels after blast, which appeared

constantly bright in the imaging field (Supplementary Video 1).

Changes in both the sub-second Ca2+ transients and the slow sus-

tained basal intracellular Ca2+ levels slowly recovered over time. In

most blast sessions, patterns of Ca2+ dynamics observed at the end

of the recording session, *1 h after the blast, were visually indis-

tinguishable from that observed during the pre-blast baseline pe-

riod. However, there was one blast session on the 2nd day (out of a

total of eight sessions in four animals), where Ca2+ dynamics re-

mained attenuated and sparse 1 h after blast.

In sham mice, we did not detect noticeable changes in either the

sub-second Ca2+ transients or the slow sustained basal intracellular

Ca2+ levels (Fig. 2C and Supplementary Video 2). Because it took

*5 min to transfer animals from the COBIA blast device back to

the imaging setup, we could not determine the precise time when

the changes in Ca2+ dynamics were first initiated by the blast.

Mild blast injury reduced basal intracellular
Ca2+ levels in most neurons

Because we could not easily register a one-to-one match among

imaged neurons before and after the blast, we first examined pop-

ulation neural activity observed *65 min after blast (Period 5)

versus that observed during the pre-blast period, as those seemed

qualitatively similar. We compared the histogram distributions of

mean basal Ca2+ levels across all neurons for each mouse between

the pre-blast period and Period 5, and found no statistically sig-

nificant difference (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p > 0.05), consistent

with our visual evaluation (Supplementary Video 1). Then, to ex-

amine the immediate effects of the blast at the individual neuron

level, we compared the first 100 sec long imaging session imme-

diately after the blast (Period 1) and the last 100 sec imaging session

*65 min after the blast (Period 5) when activity largely recovered

to that of pre-blast period in most cases.

To estimate the slow, sustained, basal intracellular Ca2+ changes

induced by blast, we constructed a PDE for each neuron’s fluo-

rescence intensity in Period 1 and Period 5 (Fig. 3). The fluores-

cence intensity of a given neuron sampled at each image frame was

used to calculate the PDE. The mean of the PDE represents the

overall basal intracellular Ca2+ levels averaged over the given

100 sec long imaging period, and the distribution of the PDE esti-

mates the temporal variation within the imaging period.

In the blast group, the PDEs of most neurons during Period 1

were drastically shifted toward smaller intensity values when

compared with those during Period-5 (Fig. 3Aii), suggesting that

blast reduced basal intracellular Ca2+ levels in most neurons. In-

terestingly, the PDEs of a small portion of neurons (a representative

one is shown in Fig. 3Ai) were shifted to higher intensity values,

suggesting that blast increased the intracellular Ca2+ levels of these

neurons. For the few cells that showed little change in the overall

mean intensity, they exhibited a small shift in the distribution,

suggesting that these neurons exhibit more variable changes in

intracellular Ca2+ levels than sham-blasted mice (Fig. 3Aiii com-

pared with Fig. 3B).

We then calculated the mean of the PDEs of all neurons re-

corded in this blast session, and compared between Period 1 and

Period 5 (Fig. 3C). As a population, basal intracellular Ca2+ levels

of most neurons in blasted mice were above the unity line, dem-

onstrating that blast reduced the intracellular Ca2+ levels in most

neurons. A few neurons were below the unity line, representing

the neurons whose intracellular Ca2+ levels were elevated by the

blast. This phenomenon was consistent across most blast sessions

(Fig. 3D). Our estimation of blast-induced effects represent a

conservative measure, as it is possible that blast-induced changes

may remain at some level during Period 5 that is still different

from the pre-blast period, though not statistically significant. In

addition, the comparison between Period 1 and Period 5 allows us

to assess how individual neurons recover over time after each

blast. Across sham exposure sessions, the mean basal Ca2+ levels

remained on the unity line, which confirmed that sham exposure did

not alter intracellular basal Ca2+ levels (n = 10 sessions in five mice).

To further quantify the changes in individual neurons, we esti-

mated the variation of the PDEs across all neurons recorded in the

sham group where blast did not alter the mean basal calcium levels.

We then used the 95% confidence interval of the width of this

distribution as a threshold to determine significance along the unity

line. If a neuron’s mean fluorescence intensity during Period 1 was

significantly smaller than its intensity during Period 5, we classified

this neuron as significantly suppressed by the blast. If a neuron’s

mean fluorescent intensity during Period 1 was significantly larger

during Period 5, we classified this neuron as significantly elevated

by the blast. If a neuron’s mean fluorescence intensity was within a

95% confidence interval between Period 1 and Period 5, it was

considered to have a consistent basal calcium level. For the blasted

mice, 55.5 – 24.8% of cells were suppressed, whereas for sham

mice, only 5.83 – 9.26% of cells were suppressed for the second

blast day (Wilcoxon rank sum W = 15, nb = 4 ns = 5 mice, p = 0.016,

two tailed). It is interesting to note that the percentage of cells in

this population that were suppressed doubled between the blasts,

going from 20% of the cells on day 1 to 55% of the cells on day 2 of

blasting (Fig. 3E).

Together, these results suggest that mild blast caused wide-

spread, sustained reductions in basal intracellular Ca2+ levels in a

large fraction of individual hippocampal neurons. A larger fraction

of hippocampal neurons was impacted during the second blast

compared with the first blast. Although the intracellular Ca2+ levels

in most neurons were reduced following blast, a small fraction of

cells exhibited long-lasting increase in intracellular Ca2+. These

changes in intracellular Ca2+ recovered on a timescale of minutes,

and returned to similar patterns as that observed before blast.

Considering the importance of intracellular Ca2+ in cell signaling

pathways and gene expression, such a shift in basal intracellular

Ca2+ levels over a time course of minutes could lead to longer-term

changes in membrane excitability, synaptic remodeling, and struc-

tural plasticity.

Mild blast injury reduces individual neuronal
activity measured as Ca2+ transients

In addition to altering slow basal intracellular Ca2+ levels, blast

also impacted the faster, sub-second time scale Ca2+ transients,

known to be correlated with neural activity.21–26,34–36 Immediately

after blast, many neurons were largely inactive and exhibited few

Ca2+ transients for an extended period of time (Fig. 2B and 4A post-

blast 1–2 and Supplemental Video 1). Ca2+ transients recovered

gradually, and in most blast sessions by the last recording session

(*1 h after blast), they were similar to the pre-blast state. In the

sham group, Ca2+ transients showed little change following expo-

sure to the sound of the blast, thus confirming that noise alone
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FIG. 4. Blast decreased calcium transient event rates in individual neurons. (A, B) Sub-second Ca2+ transients, events closely related to
neural activity, plotted for individual neurons for different time periods after blast in a blasted mouse (A), and a sham noise-exposed mouse
(B). Cells were sorted using the same order as shown in Figure 2. Transient Ca2+ events were calculated using DF/F5 rather than F/F5 to
highlight transient events occurring on top of the slower basal changes in intracellular Ca2+ levels. (C) The average number of calcium
events before and after the first blast (day 1) and the second blast (day 2), plotted for the six recording periods each day. (*p < 0.05, Wilcoxon
rank sum). Error bars represent the quartile range. (D) The fraction of neurons exhibiting decreased, increased, and unmodulated Ca2+ event
rates. (*p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum). Error bars represent the quartile range. (n = 4 blast mice, and 5 sham mice).

FIG. 5. Blast induced changes in baseline calcium levels are independent of the changes in Ca2+ event rates. Each dot representing a
single cell is plotted comparing the change in the mean baseline Ca2+ level with the change in the number of Ca2+ events over the
100 sec recording period immediately after blast. Day 2 showed a greater divergence in the baseline mean, although both days showed
similar cellular responses in the change in Ca2+ events. Although the range of values was observed in both blast and sham conditions
was similar, the fraction of cells exhibiting stronger deviations from the center was much larger in the blast condition than the sham
condition. Large colored dots represent the mean of each value across mice for either the sham or the blast group, and error bars
represent the quantile range spanning 95% of the data.
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did not cause the changes in Ca2+ transient events recorded in the

blast group.

To quantify the effect of blast on Ca2+ transients for individual

neurons, we calculated the frequency of the sub-second long Ca2+

transients. To dissociate the sub-second time scale of Ca2+ tran-

sients from the sustained long-lasting basal Ca2+ level shifts, we

first calculated the changes in fluorescence from the mean fluo-

rescence (DF) for each neuron within a given 100 sec long imaging

period. We then normalized DF to the mean of the last imaging

period (F5) to highlight any change in the frequency of Ca2+ tran-

sients (Fig. 4A, B). This normalization allowed optimal detection

of changes in transient Ca2+ events, without any bias from effects of

the basal Ca2+ level changes. To calculate the rate of Ca2+ transient

events, we first converted normalized Ca2+ traces to binary traces to

identify the rising phase of GCaMP6 signals (1s), and counted the

number of Ca2+ events occurred for each 100 sec recording time

period, before and after each blast.

We found that mean Ca2+ event rates of all neurons simulta-

neously recorded in each imaging session before the blast were

comparable between the blasted and the sham groups (blast:

2.20 – 0.19 events, mean – SD, n = 4 mice; sham: 2.28 – 0.42

events, mean – SD, n = 5 mice). Ca2+ event rate dropped signifi-

cantly to 0.47 – 0.3 events per 100 sec for the blast group, compared

wity 1.45 – 0.47 events for the sham group (Wilcoxon rank sum

W = 35, nb = 4 ns = 5 mice, p = 0.016, two tailed). Ca2+ events rates

then quickly recovered over the subsequent tens of minutes fol-

lowing blast (Fig. 4C, p > 0.05). On the 2nd day, the average cal-

cium event rate returned to approximately two events per 100 sec

for both sham and blast groups before the blast. Following the

second blast, the event rate again dropped sharply and recovered

FIG. 6. No significant differences in glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and ionized Ca2+ binding adaptor molecule 1 (Iba1)
immunoreactivity following blasts. (A, B) 4¢6-diamindino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) labeled coronal sections from a representative sham-
exposed mouse (Ai.-iii.) and a representative blasted mouse (Bi.-iii.). DAPI = 4¢,6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole. GFAP = glial fibrillary
acidic protein. CA1, Cornu Ammonis 1; SM, stratum moleculare; SP, stratum pyramidale. SO, stratum oriens. (C,D) GFAP immu-
nofluorescence (C) and Iba1 immunofluorescence (D) from a sham mouse (top) and a blast exposed mouse (bottom), ipsilateral (i., iii.)
and contralateral to the imaging window (ii., iv.). (E) No significant difference in the percent area of GFAP immunofluorescence was
observed between sham and blast exposed animals, either ipsilateral or contralateral to the imaging window. (F) No significant
difference in the percentage of unramified cells positive for Iba1 was observed between sham and blast exposed animals ipsilateral or
contralateral to the imaging window.
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more slowly on the 2nd day compared with the 1st day, although

this pronounced decline was not statistically significant.

To determine the fraction of cells in each mouse that exhibited a

change in Ca2+ event rates, we compared the event rate in Period 1

with that in Period 5 for each cell. A bootstrapping method was

used to determine whether the frequency of Ca2+ transients for each

neuron was significantly different between Period 1 and Period 5, to

classify neurons as significantly increased, decreased, or un-

modulated. We found that following the first blast, 58.5 – 20.3%

(mean – SD) of cells showed a decrease in response to blast, sig-

nificantly different from the 26.5 – 6.3% of cells upon sham ex-

posure (Wilcoxon rank sum W = 16, nb = 4 ns = 5 mice, p = 0.032,

two tailed). In addition, we found that 44.6 – 11.3% of neurons in

sham mice showed an increase in the frequency of Ca2+ transients

over time, but only 13.6 – 11.8% of neurons in the blasted mice

exhibited such increase (Wilcoxon rank sum W = 35, nb = 4 ns = 5

mice, p = 0.0159, two tailed). These proportions were different for

the 2nd day of blasting, with the number of calcium events being

more comparable to that for the sham mice (Fig. 4D).

Heterogeneous effects of blast on intracellular
Ca2+ dynamics at different time scales

Interestingly, when comparing changes between basal intracellular

Ca2+ levels and the frequency of Ca2+ transients, we failed to find a

clear relationship (Fig. 5). When plotting the full population of neu-

rons comparing the difference in the average number of Ca2+ events

with the difference in the basal Ca2+ levels, we found no linear rela-

tionship between the two for either blasting days (blast, R2 = 0.1141

and 0.0031 for the first and second blast respectively; sham,

R2 = 0.0371 and 0.0206 for the first and second sham exposure re-

spectively). Sham mice had a tighter distribution of the average basal

Ca2+ levels, whereas blast mice showed a broader distribution of

differences in basal Ca2+ levels. Interestingly, a few neurons in the

sham group exhibited changes throughout the full range of basal Ca2+

level changes and the frequency of Ca2+ transient changes, suggesting

that blast-induced changes are physiologically achievable. These re-

sults demonstrate heterogeneous effects of blast on both basal and

transient Ca2+ changes, which could involve different cellular mech-

anisms, and also confirmed that our imaging technique and analysis

methods can independently detect changes in transient sub-second

Ca2+ events and sustained basal shift in intracellular Ca2+ levels.

No significant differences in glia immunoreactivity
1 week following repetitive blasts

Immunocytochemistry was performed 1 week after the second

blast to identify morphological changes in cytoarchitecture and to

evaluate the status of glia (Fig. 6). We found no significant differ-

ences in the percent area occupied by GFAP-labeled astrocytes

between sham and blasted groups, either in the ipsilateral area di-

rectly underneath the imaging window (t = -0.404, df = 10,

p = 0.695), or in the contralateral intact hemisphere (t = -0.876,

df = 6.698, p = 0.411). We observed a slight increase in the area

occupied by GFAP in the ipsilateral side underneath the imaging

window, compared with the contralateral intact hemisphere in both

blast and sham groups (sham: n = 5 t = 2.167, df = 4, p = 0.096; blast:

n = 6, t = 1.580, df = 6, p = 0.165), consistent with local immune re-

sponses to imaging implants. In addition, no significant difference

was observed in Iba1 phenotypes between sham and blasted groups

under the imaging window (t = -0.329, df = 9, p = 0.749), as well as

in the contralateral hemisphere (t = -1.299, df = 6.475, p = 0.238).

Similar to GFAP-labeled astrocytes, we observed a greater per-

centage of unramified Iba1-positive microglia in the ipsilateral area

directly underneath the imaging window compared with the con-

tralateral hemisphere, in both sham and blasted animals, although

the difference was not significant (sham: n = 5 t = 1.693, df = 4,

p = 0.166; blast: n = 6, t = 1.829, df = 5, p = 0.127).

Discussion

To examine the immediate functional effect of mild blast,

we integrated a recently developed in vivo wide-field imaging

technique to monitor intracellular Ca2+ changes in large numbers of

individual hippocampal neurons in unanesthetized mice, with an

mTBI COBIA model that produced no drastic anatomical pathol-

ogy. We found a significant effect on neural function after exposure

to a single blast or repeated blasts. Blast produced heterogeneous

effects on different neuron populations, across different time

scales. Basal Ca2+ levels, on the time scale of minutes, were re-

duced in most neurons, suggesting that biochemical signaling may

be affected. Transient Ca2+ events, on the sub-second time scale,

were reduced in a large fraction of neurons, suggesting an impact

on neural activity, likely caused by changes in membrane excit-

ability and/or synaptic signaling. Blast-induced transient Ca2+ ac-

tivity changes showed little correlation with the shift of basal

intracellular Ca2+ levels, suggesting different modes of impact on

membrane biophysics and synaptic processing versus biochemical

pathophysiology of the blast. The observed functional changes over

the time course of tens of minutes in the absence of anatomical

pathology may be directly relevant to the immediate cognitive

impact of blast and may contribute to the long-lasting cellular

changes. In addition, this study also highlights a novel technology

platform that enables simultaneous analysis of a large number of

individual neurons immediately after blast injury.

Blast model

The severity of primary blast injury is typically attributed to the

peak blast overpressure, duration of peak overpressure, extent of head

movement, distance from the blast, and mortality rate.5,19,20,31,37,38

However, major differences in the construction of the devices used to

generate the blasts,39–41 administration of anesthetics,42–44 types of

animals used,45 their orientation with respect to the blast,46,47 and

their recovery post-blast can significantly affect injury outcome. A

consensus to calibrate blast intensity based on the sampling fre-

quency analyzed has not been reported to our knowledge, and the

reported pressure measurements vary widely depending on the ex-

perimental setups. Kuehn and coworkers20 used a sensor with a

60 kHz resonant frequency and collected data at 333 kHz to obtain the

peak pressure of 517 kPa using the same experimental setup that we

adapted for the present study, whereas Goldstein and coworkers11

reported a peak pressure of only 77 kPa using a shock tube. Although

our calibration results are in general agreement with these studies

reporting mild blast injuries, future studies focused on standardizing

calibration pressures would be beneficial for cross-study comparisons

of blast-related injuries. Although we had a very high blast over-

pressure (1399 – 252 kPa), its very short duration (*2 ls) probably

contributed to the mild nature of the blast.

Evaluation of astrocytes and microglia
immunoreactivity

Although morphological changes used to infer the status of glial

activation resulting from blasts have been reported, particularly

following moderate and severe injuries, it is known that functional
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impairments can exist in the absence of morphological changes.8

For example, Pun and coworkers48 reported acute microglial acti-

vation 24 h following exposure to a mild blast, which was then

absent 4 and 7 days post-blast, likely because of compensatory

upregulation of reparative genes following blast exposure. Con-

sistent with Pun and coworkers, we did not observe significant

differences in astrocytes or microglia immunoreactivity 1 week

following the final blast exposure. However, we cannot rule out the

possibility that transient changes in glial morphology occurred

prior to the subacute time point examined. Future studies are

warranted to assess the temporal characteristics of glia morpholo-

gies and how the dynamic nature of glia may contribute to the

functional responses following blast. Using the same experimental

technique reported here, the acute changes of intracellular calcium

in glia could also be studied in response to blast, as in vivo calcium

imaging in glia has been performed previously.49

Neuronal functional changes

To our knowledge, we report the first in vivo evidence of how

neurons in unanesthetized brains responded to blasts within min-

utes (* 5 min) after blast exposure. Although in vivo imaging has

been utilized to examine a variety of neural networks involved in

various behaviors,22,49–55 recent improvements in wide-field opti-

cal imaging allow simultaneous recording of cellular responses

from hundreds to thousands of individual neurons, over relatively

large brain areas, providing the opportunity to obtain finer details

regarding the dynamic features of large neural networks.30,56 Using

in vivo imaging in a blast injury rodent model, we identified acute

changes in a large fraction of neurons within 10s of seconds, and the

extended effects over the time course of minutes, which recovered

after *1 h. Even though the activity of most neurons was drastically

reduced, a small number of neurons exhibited striking elevations in

intracellular calcium. Although the functional relationship between

the intracellular Ca2+ changes at both the modulatory and synaptic

time scales is unclear, future studies using Ca2+ imaging will likely

establish their role in the manifestation of blast pathology.

At a population level, we found an overall loss of Ca2+ activation

events in the hippocampus after blast, suggesting that blast led to a

network state where the neurons are less active. This reduced ac-

tivity may be related to the temporary loss of memory or confusion

often observed in patients experiencing head trauma.57 Future Ca2+

imaging studies may provide important links to the mechanisms

underlying memory deficits related to brain injuries.

Potential causes of the mTBI-induced
changes in intracellular Ca2+ levels

Blast-induced changes in sustained basal intracellular Ca2+

levels on the order of minutes to 10s of minutes are indicative of

modulation of biochemical, cellular signaling cascades, whereas

the change in the frequency of sub-second Ca2+ transients is sug-

gestive of altered spiking patterns that are likely associated with

changes in membrane biophysics or synaptic mechanisms. Al-

though the sub-second transient Ca2+ changes can be explained by

changes in neuronal activity patterns, it is still unclear how blast

induces sustained shifts in basal intracellular Ca2+ level. It is pos-

sible that the reduction in basal intracellular Ca2+ levels could arise

from spreading depression.58 However, this does not seem likely, in

that a small number of cells with increased Ca2+ levels were in-

terspersed with those with decreased Ca2+ levels.

Although many studies indicated that blast induces a long-term

increase in intracellular Ca2+ levels over the course of days,59–62 a

recent study also showed immediate suppression of neuronal ac-

tivity lasting for 5–20 min followed by increased cortical activity

by 2 h post-injury upon sustained cortical compression in the barrel

cortex.63 Our results showed an overall suppression in a large

fraction of the neuronal population immediately after the blast

within 1 h, indicating that blast injuries could cause a dramatic shift

in the Ca2+ level on various time scales. The suppression and the

increase in Ca2+ levels are likely caused by distinct cellular

mechanisms. For example, it has been suggested that there can be a

switch in AMPA receptor composition from Ca2+ impermeable

glutamate receptors (GluRs) to Ca2+ permeable GluR receptors

lacking GluR2 following mechanical injury in cortical neurons

in vitro,64,65 which could explain the long-term increase in basal

levels of intracellular Ca2+. In contrast, it has also been suggested

that there is a decrease in GluR1 expression in the cortex 15 min

after closed head injury,66 that could lead to the acute suppression

of intracellular Ca2+ observed here. Further, long-lasting loss of

Ca2+ permeable glutamate N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor

function, following short-lived (< 1 h) hyperactivation may also

contribute to the reduction in intracellular Ca2+.67 In a lateral fluid

percussion model in the hippocampus there was decreased net

synaptic efficacy and reduced excitatory postsynaptic potentials in

CA1, whereas both evoked and spontaneous miniature inhibitory

potentials were larger in injured brains.68 These results suggest that

increased activation of NMDA receptors and Ca2+ permeable

AMPA receptors may be responsible for the long-term increased

basal Ca2+ levels that have been reported previously, whereas en-

hanced spontaneous inhibitory activity in area CA1 following blast

may cause the immediate reduced levels of Ca2+ as we observed. It

is also possible that direct alterations in GABAA receptors may

contribute to inhibitory dysfunction after trauma.69

Interestingly, a recent in vitro study has shown that simulated

blast primarily affects calcium signaling in human astrocytes, in

contrast to neurons, producing calcium waves that propagate

through astrocytic networks via purinergic signaling.70 This sug-

gests that astrocytes may also play a significant role in modulating

Ca2+ levels in response to blast. It also raises the possibility that

astrocytes may be involved in our present results even though we

found no pathological changes in astrocytes. The imaging methods

and reagents employed in the present study could easily be adapted

to study blast induced changes in Ca2+ in astrocytes.

In addition to these potential synaptically based mechanisms, it

is also possible that changes in the homeostatic regulation of Ca2+

may be involved in the changes in basal Ca2+ levels. Homeostatic

regulation of Ca2+ in response to TBI has been shown to occur by a

wide variety of mechanisms including: voltage and receptor acti-

vated Ca2+ channels; Ca2+ transporters; release and sequestration of

Ca2+ from intracellular stores in the nucleus, mitochondria, and

endoplasmic reticulum; intracellular Ca2+ binding proteins; and

changes in the permeability of neuronal membranes to Ca2+.71

Changes in any of these homeostatic mechanisms could influence

both the basal and sub-second transient Ca2+ changes in response

to blast.

Quantitative analysis indicated that there was a complex rela-

tionship between the slower modulatory changes in basal Ca2+

levels and the sub-second scale Ca2+ dynamics. For example, cells

with increased modulatory cytoplasmic levels of Ca2+ could have

either increased, decreased, or unaltered levels of presumptive

synaptic Ca2+ activity at the millisecond time scale. These different

responses indicate there are multiple neuronal types and synaptic

circuits being influenced by blast, and that several different sig-

nal transduction pathways are involved. Given that only a small
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population of hippocampal neurons had increased cytoplasmic

levels of Ca2+ in response to blast, it will be important for future

studies to determine why these neurons are unique. Further char-

acterization of the specific cell types involved, their synaptic

properties, and the signal transduction pathways being affected

could form the basis for future treatments to prevent or treat neu-

ronal blast injury. Given that synaptic processing requires a precise

functional balance of inhibition and excitation, the increased and

decreased levels of basal Ca2+ seen in response to blast may pro-

duce overall changes in network functionality. These changes in

intracellular Ca2+ and their related signaling pathways may un-

derlie the immediate cognitive effects of blast exposure, and con-

tribute to longer-term anatomical pathologies.
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